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peloris user manual - leica biosystems - the term “leica biosystems” when used in text in this document
refers to leica biosystems melbourne pty ltd. the term “peloris” when used in text in this document refers to
peloris and peloris ii. leica tcs sp5 ii instructions - medicine.emory - leica tcs sp5 ii instructions . leica true
confocal scanning-spectral photometric 5. microscopy in medicine (mim) core . leica tcs sp5 ii located in wmb
1011: key card access only . emory university . department of medicine leica cyclone ii topo 2 - w3.leicageosystems - leica cyclone ii topo 2.0 fast mapping from laser scans… for everyone! breakthrough leica
cyclone ii topo 2.0 software lets any survey cad technician quickly create accurate topographic maps from rich
point cloud data. the next-generation software overcomes the final obstacle for taking full advantage of the
compelling benefits of high- tcs sp5 ii system overview - leica microsystems - system overview tcs sp5 ii
leica tcs sp5 ii, tcs sp5 mp, tcs sp5 x, flim, smd. 2 content stands 3 leica dm6000 cfs 4 laser safety boxes 5
scan head options 6 stages & inserts 8 with/without superz 10 environmental control 11 mp lasers, ir
tables/compensor 12 opo 14 ... leica ip c - drp8p5tqcb2p5oudfront - leica ip c ae ii e ie caee instructions
for use english order no.: 14 0602 80101 - revision i always keep this manual near the instrument. read
carefully before working with the instrument. manual leica tcs sp ii - university of massachusetts ... leica tcs sp ii comes with a context sensitive online help system that teaches you the different functions of the
system. to retrieve the contents of the online help system: choose help → contents. the online help system
opens with an activated contents window. it shows a collapsible table of contents. leica lists - leica forum leica lists this is a pocket sized booklet that gives you all of the essential information about leica cameras and
lenses in lists. cloudworx 3.2 for autocad tutorial - arfrkeley - cloudworx 3.2 pro tutorial – section ii highdefinition surveying leica geosystems hds page 3 of 10 leica geosystems hds viewing tools hideregions using
the front and top view, hide the points that exist outside of the rectangular extents of the reichert abbe
mark ii refractometer - doclibrary - this instruction manual is designed specifically for the reichert abbe
mark ii refractometer and describes proper set up, use and routine maintenance of the instrument sections 7.0
- 7.4 are applicable only to the reichert abbe mark ii plus refractometer. the reichert abbe mark ii
refractometer is a durable bench-top instrument. leica tcs sp5 user manual - indiana university
bloomington - commissioning the system and provides important information about the leica application
suite advanced fluorescence (las af) software. the leica tcs sp5 is supplied with the latest version of the
licensed las af software. to maintain information on the most current level, the description of software
functions was dmc ii camera system - intergraph corporation - our dmc ii 250 is a high-performance
digital camera system. it has a 1.7 second frame rate to maintain high-air speed for high-forward overlap and
high resolution (at 80 percent forward overlap and 5 centimeter [cm] ground sample distance [gsd], maximum
air speed is 168 knots). the pan/color ratio of 1:3.2 leica cyclone ii topo 2 - w3.leica-geosystems - having
to be a 3d specialist. next-generation leica cyclone ii topo 2.0, developed by leica geosystems – the
acknowledged industry leader, is the first software to squarely beat that challenge. friendly, familiar viewing
leica cyclone ii topo 2.0 provides a breakthrough viewing environment. it lets survey cad techs work in a
familiar, leica dmi8 a leica dmi8 c leica dmi8 m - fig. 5: right side of the leica dmi8 with tiltable transmitted
light illuminator arm 1 transmitted light filters 2 transmitted light lamp housing receptacle 3 condenser with
motorized polarizer fig. 6: left side of the leica dmi8 with fixed transmitted light illumina-tor arm 1 stop lever
for condenser height adjustment
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